FIRST COMMITTEE

VERBATIM RECORDS OF THE 1ST THROUGH 59TH MEETINGS

Corrigendum

This corrigendum contains delegation and secretariat corrections to the English text of the verbatim records of the meetings held by the First Committee during the forty-first session (A/C.1/41/PV.1-59). With the issuance of this corrigendum, the records of these meetings may be considered final.

10th meeting

Page 37, fourth paragraph, line 2

For secure, verifiable and verified agreements read secure and verifiable agreements

Page 39-40, first paragraph

The last two lines should read to develop nuclear weapons in the triangle formed by South Africa, Israel and the Taiwan authorities, as well as in Pakistan.

Page 46, second paragraph, penultimate line

For preventing us becoming read preventing it from becoming

Page 49-50, first paragraph, line 5

For principle of read principles of
13th meeting

Page 2, first paragraph, line 6

For the President read President Reagan

Page 3, line 7

For adhered to or read adhered to and

Page 4, second paragraph

Line 5 should read agree, for example, on a 50 per cent cut in strategic arms and having our

Line 6: for negotiator read negotiators

Page 6, first paragraph, line 8

For It is not only read Non-proliferation is not only

Page 8, first paragraph, line 5

For During the 10-year period we read We

Page 9-10, line 4

For our lingo, read technical arms-control terms,

Page 11, second paragraph, lines 2 and 3

The second half of the sentence should read a heavy-missile-to-heavy-missile and land-based-to-land-based missile basis.

Page 12, second paragraph, line 4

For Party Secretary read General Secretary

Page 13, second paragraph

Line 5 should read thither and yon - and tell us what kind of restrictions they think

Page 14, line 9

For quipped read said
For to receive read to obtain

For navy, strategic read navy and strategic

For 10,000 interceptors read 9,000 surface-to-air missiles and more than 1,200 interceptor aircraft

15th meeting


40th meeting

For This signals read It signals

For in favour of them read in favour of these draft resolutions

45th meeting

Delete , as orally revised.

For "prozrachnosti" read "glasnost"

46th meeting

The date of the meeting should read 17 November 1986
47th meeting

Page 50, first paragraph

For Democratic Yemen substitute Denmark

-----